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Computational modelling of scratch test on solid polymers
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ABSTRACT

The polymers constitute recent materials widely used in several industrial sectors. For instance, amor-
phous glassy polymers are nowaday employed as thin films deposited on surface to be protected. More
particularly in the optical industry, the glasses are covered by layers which high resist against scratches.
The main feature looked for concerns the high capability of the glassy polymers to remove a wide part
of the deformation.

In this context several work dealing with the study of the scratch test on solid polymers have already
shown that their response depends strongly on three major parameters : the mechanical behavour of the
material, the temperature and the friction taking place between the scratching piece and the scratched
surface. Here is proposed a finite element approach of this complex problem.

The first part deals with the mechanical behaviour of the glassy polymers. Previous experimental works
Briscoe [2] and Gauthier [3] have already shown that these materials behave both viscoelastic and vis-
coplastic during scratch tests. The viscoelastic viscoplastic models, specially dedicated to the materials,
existing in the litterature are not enough adapted to our case study and involve the identification of a
high number of parameters. Our solution is the association of two more simple models, one being vis-
coelastic and the other viscoplastic. The litterature gives a wide enough number of such models. To easly
test different combinations of them and above all to be able to associate two behaviour models, we have
develop a specific algorithm in the finite elment code SystusR©. This latter allows to assembly in series
two models, in the general case of high transformations, as long as they are available in the finite element
code and the formulation of their constitutive equations are in the same framework (update lagrangian,
total lagragian,...). Here is proposed an original assembly composed by a classical viscoelastic model,
type Voigt, where the viscous element depends no linearly onthe strain rate. The second models refers
to the Arruda-Boyce model [1], which has been develop specially to the galssy polymers in particular
the PMMA and the PC. The obtained model is then used to performnumerical simulations of scratch
tests. A specific value, there called healing, is observed versus the scratching velocity. It is defined as
the ratio between the depth of the residual groove, left on the scratched surface by the sliding indenter,
and the penetration depth of the tip. Through the analysis ofit, the importance to account for both the
viscoelasticity and the viscoplasticity is highlighted.



The temperature represents the second parameter which strongly acts on the response of the polymer.
Jardret [4] has already shown via experimental approach that the temperature influences the scratch
properties such as scratch resistance, hardness, fractureresistance... In general case, higher the ambiant
temperature, better and faster the healing phenomenon. More precisely, the temperature acts on the differ-
ent properties of the material. Our numerical model is thus improved by a thermo mechanical approach.
First, the materials properties account for the ambiant temperature, and thus the mechanical behaviour
could be affected by a change in the temperature. Then, the mechanical dissipated power coming from
the viscoplastic strain provides entirely the thermal power leading to a significant and local increase in
the temperature which modifies the material properties and thus the mechanical behaviour. Here again,
the evolution of the healing phenomenon with the scratchingvelocity is observed. Several simulations
have been carried out for different ambiant temperatures. Two major apsects are highlighted there : the
influence of the scratching velocity at a fixed value of the temperature, and the influence of the temper-
ature at a fixed value of the scratching velocity. The importance to account for such thermo-mechanical
coupling is thus here underlined.

Finally, the third main parameter affecting the response ofthe material is the friction phenomena taking
place in the contact zone between the indenter and the surface. An apparent friction is already accounted
since it is defined as the ratio of the normal load, applied on the indenter to keep a constant penetration
depth along the scratch test, on the tangential load, applied on the indenter to keep a constant scratching
velocity for each simulation. A classical definition type coulomb is here used to model a real friction, the
phenomenological study presented just aims at showing the influence of the friction. It has been already
shown that the fact of accounting for the friction affects the position in the thickness of the maximal
equivalent cumulated plastic strain. Higher the friction coefficient and closer this zone to the top of the
scratched surface and above all higher the value of the maximal plastic strain. Moreover the sliding
contact between the tip and the surface is in charge of a significant heat source. Through the analysis of
the healing versus the tip velocity, the friction shows its influence on the response of the glassy polymers.
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Figure 1: Representation of the healing definition
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